CSAR
A 500 PT Contact! Scenario for Mutant Chronicles Warzone: Resurrection

by Ryan Chamberlain

HISTORY
During a frenetic period of industrial sabotage that targeted Capitol weapons factories in the closing months of the
financial calendar, Julian Garret, VP of Intercorporate Trade at Sherman Arms was dispatched from their Martian
headquarters in San Dorado to personally oversee the repairs at the affected facilities on Venus. Sherman Arms
suspected that the timing of the attacks was not a coincidence and a security detail was sent ahead of Garret to
gather up any evidence that might be destroyed in the reconstruction work. After a brief stop at the Graveton
Archipelago, the VP flew west into Black Rock but his transport crashed in the jungle shortly before entering
Capitol airspace around the port.
The security team waiting for him at Black Rock flew out to the nearest military facility – Denver Outpost – and
commandeered several military assets in order to conduct a search and rescue operation. Little did they know
that the crash had not been the result of further sabotage but instead Garret’s C-5 has been shot down by a Dark
Legion scouting force that had been sent to probe the port’s eastern defenses.

FORCE RESTRICTIONS
The defending player’s force must include at least one Corporate Agent Squad, consisting of at least 3 Agents and 2
Dogs. It may only include a vehicle or monster if it has the Flying type. This vehicle or monster will not deploy on
the table at the start of the game.

HISTORICAL FORCES
ATTACKER (Dark Legion - Algeroth, 510 PTS)
Necromutant Leader (Blindness, Banishment of Steel) 50 PTS + 20 PTS
10x Undead Legionnaires + 1x Necromutant Squad Commander (2x Plague Dealers) 120 PTS + 10 PTS
10x Undead Legionnaires + 1x Necromutant Squad Commander (2x Plague Dealers) 120 PTS + 10 PTS
2x Praetorian Stalkers .. 90 PTS
2x Praetorian Stalkers .. 90 PTS.

DEFENDER (Capitol, Special Operations Battalion, 512 PTS)
Detective Nathan Castle (use as Mr Preston) .. 35 PTS
3x Corporate Agents, 2x Dogs (Napalm Strike ET) .. 67 PTS + 20 PTS
5x Free Marines (M606 LMG, Smoke Bombardment ET, Troops) .. 110 PTS + 35 PTS
5x Free Marines (M606 LMG, Smoke Bombardment ET, Troops) .. 110 PTS + 35 PTS
2x Purple Sharks.. 100 PTS.

MISSION: CSAR
LENGTH: 7 Turns
DEPLOYMENT OPTIONS: Attacker (All), Defender (Regular, Pre-Emptive Strike, Stalk)

DEPLOYMENT
The attacking player must deploy on opposite corners with at least one squad in each zone. All non-vehicle
squads in the attacking force gain Stalk deployment for free. The defending player deploys in one corner not used
by the attacker. If the defending player has any vehicles or monsters, they are deployed in the same deployment
zone during the Control Phase of turn 3. Place 5x 30mm “Wreckage” markers as indicated, with one marker in the
same quarter as the defender’s deployment zone.

MISSION SPECIAL RULES
All non-vehicle squads in the attacking force gain Stalk. Corporate Agent squads in the defending force do not
have the “Hidden Agenda” rule. Any non-vehicle model from the defending force in B2B with a “Wreckage”
marker can start searching it for 2 AP. Roll 1D20 and consult the table below:

The searching model is..

Search complete on..

A Guard Dog from the Corporate Agent squad.

1 – 15.

A Corporate Agent from the Corporate Agent squad.

1 – 10.

Any other model.

1 – 5.

Once a model has completed searching the marker, roll 1D20 unless this is the last “Wreckage” marker on the
table (in which case, the VP is automatically found). On a 1-8 the VP has been found, although he is badly
wounded. Place a marker or appropriate model in B2B with the model who found him. On a 9-20, the VP is not
here and the “Wreckage” marker should be removed. Once placed, the VP moves with the model who found him
and remains where he is if that model is removed as a casualty until another non-vehicle model from the
defending force is in B2B with him and spends 1 AP to help him up.

MISSION VICTORY CONDITIONS
If at any time the VP is in B2B with the two table edges opposite the defender’s deployment zone, or if there are no
enemy models within 12” of the VP for 2 End Phases in a row, the defending player scores a major victory (10 MP).
If, at the end of turn 7, the VP has been found and there are no enemy models within 12” of him during the End
Phase BUT there Is at least one friendly model within 12”, the defending player scores a minor victory (5 MP).
If all of the non-vehicle models from the defending force are destroyed before the end of turn 7, the attacking
player scores a major victory (10 MP).
If, at the end of turn 7, the VP has been found but there no non-vehicle models from the defending force within 12”
of him during the End Phase, the attacking player scores a minor victory (5 MP).

HISTORICAL OUTCOME
Although the Sherman Arms security team were able to hold back the Dark Legion patrol long enough to extract
Garret and have him airlifted him to the MacPherson Naval Medical Facility at Black Rock, news soon got out that
the corporation’s run of bad luck had continued. Sherman Arms downplayed the involvement of the Dark Legion
and insisted that it was simply a faulty component in the General Aerospace C-5 – for which they were seeking
damages – that caused the aircraft to crash and that the incident had not affected their ability to restore their
output and fulfil outstanding orders. Nevertheless, earnings dropped in that final quarter and the share price fell
as a result.

